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A b s t r a c t .  Automata-theoret ic  techniques provide a powerful means of verify- 
ing finite-bounded systems. However they suffer from state explosion. One ap- 
proach to this problem is to analyze an abstracted system description. In safety 
verification, different abstractions can yield true lower or upper approxima- 
tions of the set of reachable states. Previously, we presented an algorithm [24] 
which uses simple heuristics to automatically generate finer abstractions until 
the approximations correctly answer the verification problem. 

In this paper, we extend the algorithm to include approximations over the 
system's  transit ion structure as well as its s tate space. In terms of real-time 
system verification, this enables us to efficiently verify properties of the full 
class of timed safety automata  augmented with urgency semantics. We de- 
scribe a case study involving some bounded liveness properties of the MAC 
sublayer of the Ethernet protocol, based on a description by Weinberg and 
Zuck. This example is substantially more difficult than those verified by pre- 
viously published real-time verification techniques. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

There has been increasing use of computerized systems in time-critical applications 
such as t ransporta t ion controllers, embedded systems, and communication protocols. 
Often, correct operation is crucial. However, it  is generally accepted that  it is a difficult 
task to specify and reason about the timing behavior of concurrent systems. Hence, 
there is a strong need for formal methods tha t  can aid in the design of correct systems. 

The automatic  verification problem for some classes of finite-state real-time systems 
has been solved, in theory [12, 2, 15]. In many cases, theoretically optimal algorithms 
are known. Unfortunately these algorithms do not perform well on realistic examples. 
They are typically exponential in the size of the untimed control component of the 
system, as well as being exponential in the system:s timing information. This work 
seeks to use heuristics for more efficient verification, without sacrificing the validity of 
the results. 

We describe an efficient automatic approximation scheme which is applied to the 
verification of t imed safety properties. I t  relies on the fact that  most properties can 
be shown correct without the need to maintain precise timed teachability information 
for every control mode. A complex set of reachable timed states can often be safely 
approximated by a simpler one. Given an initial abstraction, the set of reachable states 
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is approximated from above and from below. If the overapproximation contains no 
violating states, i.e. states where an error has been detected, the system is successfully 
verified. If the underapproximation contains violating states, the system is not correct. 
Previously, we presented an iterative algorithm [24] that  generates overapproximations 
and underapproximations that  bracket the truly reachable states more and more tightly. 
I t  is complete for finite-state systems, in that  it always decides exactly whether the 
system is correct. I t  is also complete for the class of real-time systems we verify. The 
algorithm at tempts  to determine automatically which parts of the state space need to 
be analyzed more carefully, and where approximations can be more l iberal  

We augment this algorithm to enable efficient verification of timed safety au- 
tomata [15]. Our previous algorithm was applied to simple timed automata which have 
no means of expressing the eventuality of events. Simple timed automata  are essentially 
timed B~chi automata  [2] where all locations are accepting, and are also timed safety 
automata where all safety invariants are trivially true. On the other hand, timed safety 
automata  express safety invariants on when control may remain in a location, thereby 
forcing progress in the system.' In this way, bounded liveness properties can also be 
specified. The difficulty in ~pplying the previous algorithm to timed safety automata  is 
that  the computation of time-passage events out of sets of t imed states with different 
locations would be too expensive - -  the extent to which time may pass is dependent 
on the location. We tackle this problem by allowing approximation of the time-passage 
events. 

We also introduce a number of enhancements to our real-time verification algorithm. 
Additional steps towards refinement may occur both during aatd between computation 
of an approximation. We provide a natural  and efficient handling of urgency semantics, 
where urgent events are events which must take place as soon as they are enabled. 
Preliminary untimed analysis may also be used to prune the initial search space. We 
note that  our method is the first to benefit substantially from combining symbolic 
representations of control information and timing information. 

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approximation scheme by automatically 
verifying substantially larger examples than those verified by previously published tech- 
niques. We briefly describe a case study involving timing properties of the Ethernet 
protocol, as formally specified by Weinberg and Zuck [22]. Previous a t tempts  at veri- 
fying this protocol either abstracted away from timing information, or used drastically 
simpler models. 

Related w o r k  

Alur et al. [3] and Balarin et al. [4, 5] describe approximation algorithms which use 
a different methodology from ours. Their approach assumes that  not many timing 
constraints in the system are necessary for its correct operation. They initially a t tempt  
to verify the system based only on logical constraints. Additional untimed processes are 
added as needed to reintroduce timing information. A byproduct  of this method is a 
subset of timing constraints sufficient for correctness. Alur et al. 's algorithm also uses a 
clever rounding of timing constants to keep the analysis for each approximation small. 
However each approximation requires exact computa t ion  for each abstracted system, 
without the use of explicit symbolic representations of timing information. This can 
lead to large blow-ups of the state space. 

Abstract interpretation is a well-studied theory of semantic approximation [8, 9]. 
The approximations described in this paper  can be viewed in this framework. Halb- 
wachs [13] successfully applies abstract  interpretation to synchronous reactive systems. 
He does not consider approximations over control information. Moreover no means of 
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refining approximations is given. Dams et al. propose automatic refinement of abstrac- 
tions for the full model-checking problem, not jus t  teachability. In [11], their method 
for refining abstractions can be expensive since it relies on exact computation over re- 
lated formulas. In [10], they show how a two-level approach for abstractions can obviate 
the exact computations, although this procedure is not automatic at  the outer level 
of abstraction. Furthermore, they do not consider the particular problem of verifying 
t imed systems. 

Ostroff [20] uses formulas in real-time temporal  logic to describe forward and back- 
wards heuristic approximations. Since his underlying model is not finite-state, and his 
specifications are more expressive, his method does not a t tempt  to decide automatically 
whether a property holds. 

Other work on efficient verification algorithms for real-time systems includes the 
minimization algorithms of Alur et al. [1] and Yannakakis and Lee [25], Kang and 
Lee's reachability graphs [16], symbolic model-checking [15, 19], and the part ial  order 
methods of Yoneda et al. [2~], Rokicki and Myers [21], and McMillan and Ho [17]. 

S a f e t y  v e r i f i c a t i o n  p r o b l e m  

We model a process as a transition system (S, So, N)  where S is the underlying state 
space, S0 C S is a set of initial states, and N C_ S x S is a next-state relation. A 
transition system describes a directed graph in the  usual way. We sometimes write 
s ~ s '  and N(s,s ' )  to mean that  (s, s ' )  E N.  For a set of states A, we abuse notation 
and simply use N(A) to mean the set of successors of A, i.e. N(A)  ---- {y E S [ 3 �9 E 
a s.t. ~(~, ~)}. 

A (safety) ~erilication problem VP = (S, So, N , V )  consists of a process P = 
(S, So, N) together with a set of violating states V C S that  indicate that  the process 
has violated some user-specified safety property. The process is said to be correct iff no 
violating states are reachable from So. If the system is finite-state, it is theoretically 
possible to enumerate explicitly all reachable states in the state space to answer the 
verification problem. However the s ta te  space is often too large to be fully explored. In 
the symbolic methodology, safety properties can be verified via the following iterative 
fixpoint computation: 

F 0 = S 0  

Fi+~ = Fi U N(Fi) (1) 

F = limiFi 

The specification is satisfied iff F N V ~ ~. We assume the limit always exists and is 
obtained after finitely many iterations. 

In the algorithms below, we approximate in equation (1) the computation of N(Fi) 
(in section 4), and how it is combined with existing states Fi (in section 3). 

2 R e a l - t i m e  s y s t e m s  

We augment the definition of timed safety automata (TSAs) [19, 15] with urgency 
semantics. These automata  are finite-state automata  with finitely many real-valued 
clocks, each recording the exact amount of t ime that  has elapsed since its last reset. 
Transitions have enabling conditions which depend on the clock values. They occur 
instantaneously and may include the resetting of clocks. Each enabling condition is 
expressed as a non-empty set of points in ]R n, where n is the number of clocks in 
the automaton,  and ]R denotes the nonnegative reals. They are restricted to be sets 
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definable as a conjunct ion of constraints  of the form x ,., k or x - y -~ k where x 

and y are clocks, ,.~ �9 {<,  < ,  = ,  > ,  >} ,  and k is an integer. The  domain  of all enabling 
conditions is called En, and its elements are also referred to as time zones. We define 
a set of reset actions Jl(n), which are functions from /R '~ to IR n corresponding to 
the reset t ing of some of the clocks to 0. For each a �9 .A(n), there is a set of indexes 
Ia C { 1 . . .  n} such tha t  Vx  �9 fit n, a ( x  )i is equal  to 0 if i �9 In, and xi otherwise. 

In many real- t ime systems, we need to model  the fact tha t  an event  is guaranteed to 
occur within a certain t ime bound. This  situation is modeled by giving safety invariants 
for each location, thereby specifying upper bounds on how long t ime may progress. If 
an event is guaranteed to occur at  control location q at t ime x = 5, the invariant 
at q should require "x _< 5". This  condition expresses that  t ime cannot  pass beyond 
x = 5 without  an event occurring. Safety invariants are restr icted to the domain PC 
of predecessor closed time zones, i.e. all sets in En definable wi thout  lower bound 
constraints  on the absolute values of  clocks. 

We directly model  some transi t ions as being urgent. An urgent  t ransi t ion must  
occur as soon as it  is enabled, unless an instantaneous event occurs and disables it. If  
an urgent  event  has enabling condit ion x > 3, and the value of x is currently 2, then 
it  would be impossible for t ime to pass, incrementing x beyond 3, and yet having the  
urgent  event occur as soon as x > 3; there is no first value of x which is strictly greater  
than  3. We disallow such transi t ions in the definition of our au tomata .  A transi t ion 
is proper itf it is non-urgen L or i t  is urgent and its enabling condit ion can be defined 
wi thout  using any strict lower bound constraints on the absolute values of any clocks. 
A transi t ion relation is proper if[ all its t ransit ions are proper.  

D e f i n i t i o n  1. A timed safety automaton (TSA ) G is a tuple ( S ,  Q, Qinit , C, T, lnv) 
where S is a finite set of events, Q a finite set of control locations, Qinit C_ Q a set of 
initial locations, C = { x l , . . . ,  x,~} a finite set of clocks, T C Q x S • En x .4(n) x Q x 
{0, 1} a proper t ransi t ion relation (where urgent  transit ions have final component  1), 
and Inv �9 (Q --+ PC) maps control  locations to safety invariants. 

S e m a n t i c s .  The  operat ional  semantics for a T S A  G are given as a transi t ion system 
i S , S o , N ) .  A timed state of the  system is a pair s = iq, x )  E Q x IR n. The  set S 
consists of all t imed states  iq, x )  such that  x �9 Inv(q). The  initial s tates  So have 
initial locations and all docks values equal to 0, i.e. So = {(q, O) �9 S I q �9 Qinit}. For 
each transi t ion e = (q, a, r a, q ' ,  urg) �9 T,  let 

N~ = {((q, x>,iq',  x'>) I x �9 r x ' =  a (~ ) ,  and x '  ~ Inv(q')} 

For each t E ]R, let t be the  n-vector  [t, t , . . . ,  t]. For each t E IR, we define 

g~,  = {((q, x } ,  iq, x + t ) )  I x + t c Inv(q), and V0 < t' < t, Ve C T, 

e is urgent implies N~({iq,  x + t ')}) = g} 

In o ther  words, t ime may increase at  a uniform rate  over all clocks, provided the  control  
locat ion 's  safety invariant is satisfied, and no urgent  events are enabled. The  next -s ta te  
relation for all t ime-passage events  is then N~ = U t ~ N ~ t -  We write  Z / .  for N~(Z) and 
Z /  for N~1(Z). The  next-s ta te  relat ion of the transi t ion system is N =UeeTNe  y N~. 
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3 Approximating real-time systems 
Before presenting the extensions introduced in this paper, we briefly describe the ap- 
proximation a~gorithm of [24] for verification of timed automata.  Details can be found 
in [24, 23], including a generic approximation algorithm applicable to a wide class of 
systems. We define our symbolic representation of sets of timed states, show how the 
next-state relation can be computed, and then explain how approximation can be per- 
formed by modifying the fixpoint equation (1). 

3 .1  S y m b o l i c  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t i m e d  s t a t e s  

An efficient symbolic verification method for real-time systems with large control spaces 
could benefit tremendously from symbolic representation of not only the timing infor- 
mation but also the control  locations. The difficulty lies in how to represent symbolically 
sets of t imed states spread over different control locations, and how to compute succes- 
sors efficiently. Our approach to this problem is to store only approximate information. 
In this case, representation of complex sets of timed states can easily be replaced with 
simpler sets. We use approximating sets of the form A x Z, denoted (A,Z) ,  where A 
is a set of locations and Z is a t ime zone. Such sets are called regions. This pairing of 
symbolic sets allows us to use different off-the-shelf symbolic representations for each, 
namely ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs) and difference bounds matrices 
(DBMs) respectively. There are no previous reports of real-time verifiers benefitting 
from symbolic representation of both the discrete control space and the continuous 
timing component. 

3 .2  C o m p u t i n g  s u c c e s s o r s  

We assume the symbolic representation of the transition system separates the disjuncts 
for the next-state relation according to timing information, so that  the transitions in 
each disjunct have the same enabling conditions and reset actions. 

It is relatively straightforward to symbolically compute the successors of a region 
under instantaneous transitions. For each disjunct, the successors for each component 
can be combined, yielding a single successor region. The necessary operations on OB- 
DDs and DBMs appear elsewhere in the l i terature [6, 7, 12, 24]. 

However, computing the exact set of t ime successor states is more complicated, 
because now the control locations affect timing information: urgent events and safety 
invariants both restrict the passage of time. The successors are no longer a single region, 
but  a list of regions, separated by control locations according to how long time may 
pass. 

3 .3  A p p r o x i m a t i o n  

O v e r a p p r o x i m a t i o n .  Instead of computing the exact set of reachable t imed states 
via equation (1), an overapproximation may be found by replacing the union operator 
with an overapproximating "join" operator  which returns a superset of the union. I t  is 
defined as: 

(An, Z1) U (A2, B2) = (An U A2, round(prejoio(Z1, Z2))) 
prejoin(A, B) = min{Z'[Z" a time zone and A u B C Z"} 

The overapproximation operator  over regions takes the exact union of the discrete 
component and the zone tha t  results from rounding the smallest enclosing time zone. 
The prejoin of A and B is well-defined since time zones are closed under intersection. 
Computing the prejoin is O(u 2) [24, 23]. The rounding of the prejoin is necessary for 
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technical reasons to guarantee termination and the interested reader is referred to [23] 
for details. This overapproximation strategy has the computational  advantage of storing 
only a single region for the reachable states instead of the list of regions required for 
exact computation. Since it always finds an overapproximation of the reachable states, 
the system is correct if the approximation contains no violation states. 

U n d e r a p p r o x i m a t i o n .  Underapproximations may also be obtained by replacing 
the union in equation (1) with the underapproximating ~ operator  below, which 
returns a subset of the union. 

[ (A2, Z2) if (A,,  Z , )  C (A2, Z2) 
(a , ,z ,> ~ (a~,z2> = ~ (a, u A~,Z,) if Zl c Z~ and A, ~ a~ 

( (At, Z, )  otherwise 

It is computationally efficient, but  relatively weak, since it usually discards Z2. Mow- 
ever, we can easily parameterize this operator so tha t  its operanas are sets of regions, 
and it returns not a single region, but a set of regions of cardinality up to some fixed 
constant to. The regions are chosen from either of the operands, provided the t imed 
states in the result contain those of the left operand. 

We note that  both underapproximations and overapproximations may be computed 
going forwards from the initial states, or backwards from the violating states. 

Separating classes. In many cases, an overapproximation will be too coarse and 
admit false negatives. For example, taking the join of two sets may include additional 
unreachable states that  may lead to false violations. More ~ccurate approximations 
are obtained by limiting the scope of the approximating operator.  The state space is 
divided into separating classes, {Ci }iez- An approximation consists of an approximatiuo 
structure, which is a tuple ({Ai~}jEs,)iel of sets of regions, with each region Aii lying 
within the class Ci. The application of the join operator is now restricted in two ways. 
Firstly, joins are only ever applied to regions lying within the same class. Thus the 
algorithm performs only local approximations. A wise choice of classes will separate 
states whose outgoing behaviors are different with respect to the specification. Secondly, 
we may predict tha t  two sets Ai and Ai* should not be joined together even though 
in the same class. The heuristics for this prediction are given in the next paragraph. 
These sets are kept apart ,  and this explains why the approximation stores a set of 
regions per class. Thus each step in the computation of the fixpoint involves finding an 
approximating structure for the successor states, and considering each successor region 
in turn for inclusion in the approximation. I t  may be joined to other regions within the 
same class, provided the heuristics below permit it. Otherwise, i t  is added individually 
to the set of regions for its containing class. 

Heuris t ic  for jo in ing  regions.  We describe the heuristic for determining whether 
joins within a class are permissible. I t  is straightforward to compute, and shown in our 
verifier to be effective. A set W is defined to be violation consistent iff either all its states 
have paths to the violating states, or none of them do. If all regions in an approximating 
structure were violation consistent, then this approximation would correctly answer the 
verification problem. The heuristic a t tempts  to maintain as many violation consistent 
regions as possible. This can be a~hieved by keeping any region that  has states from 
which V is reachable separate from those regions tha t  do not. In addition, we wish to 
avoid joining two regions from which V is unreachable if their join contains some state 
from which V is reachable. 
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Iterative_Approx 

Over[BACKWARDS] := original separating structure; 
Under[BACKWARDS] := empty approximating structure; 
confirmed_positive :=  FALSE; confirmed_negative :=  FALSE; 
dirn :=  FORWARDS; 
Sep_Structure := original separating structure;  
w h i l e  ( (no t  confirmed_positive) a n d  (no t  confirmed_negative) ) d o  

Over[dirn] := Over_Approx(dirn,N,Sep_Structure,Under[Opposite_Dirn(dirn)]); 
Sep_Structure := Flatten(Over[dim]);  
Under[dArn] := Under_Approx(dArn,N,Sep_Structure); 
confirmed_positive :=  Over[dim] A Goal[dArn] = 0; 
confirmed_negative := Under[dArn] n Goal[dArn] # $; 
dim := Opposite_Dim(dim);  

e n d w h i l e  

F i g .  1. I terative approximating algorithm 

Since exact reachability information is not available to the algorithm, it is approx- 
imated, using the underapproximation in the reverse direction. The algorithm guesses 
that  V is reachable from s iff s lles in the current underapproximation By of states 
backwards reachable from V. I t  therefore determines that  two regions can be joined to- 
gether unless either (a) one includes states in Bo while the other does not, or (b) neither 
includes s tates  in By but  their join does. Formally, the condition we use is as follows. 
Given a set X,  a set of regions {D~}IeL is said to be an X-consistent join-combination 
of a set of regions {Ai}j~s  iff 

- for each I E L, D~ = LL=l..m Aji where each index j i  is in J,  and for each i 6 
{1..m}, Aj, n X # ~ iff D~ n X # ~. 

- for each j E J there exists an l E L such that  A~ C Dz. 

An approximating structure is an X-consistent join of two approximating structures ,4 
and B iff its i- th component is an X-consistent join-combination of the sets {Aij }Je,Ji U 
{Bik}keK, from their i- th components. In each step of the fixpoint computation, the 
resulting approximating structure is an X-consistent join-combination of the current 
approximating structure and an approximating structure for the newly reachable states, 
where X is an underapproximation of the states reachable from the reverse direction. 

R e f i n i n g  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s .  The final ingredient in the algorithm is the dynamic re- 
finement of separating structures,  which forces the sequence of approximations towards 
convergence. The approximations are generated repea ted ly  until it  can be determined 
whether the system is correct. The overapproximations themselves are used as separat- 
ing structures for the next approximations. Convergence follows from the fact that  the 
heuristic above guarantees tha t  each overapproximation is finer than the separating 
structure used in computing it [24]. 

Pseudocode for the high-level approximation algorithm appears in figure 1. The 
function Over_Approx returns an overapproximation with respect to the separating 
structure passed in as a parameter.  I t  computes the fixpoint as outlined above. The 
function Under .Approx returns an underapproximation where sets of successor regions 
are only a~lded to other regions in the same class. The function Flat ten takes an 
approximating structure and returns a separating structure whose components are 
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precisely the sets in the approximating structure. The set Goal[FORWARD] is the set 
of violating states, and Goal[BACKWARD] the set of initial states. 

4 Improved approximating algorithm 
We propose two extensions to the algorithm above to enable more efficient verification 
of timed safety properties. The algorithm proceeds as in the previous section, except 
that  successor states are found using approximations of the next-state relations, instead 
of the exact relations. We also require some additional sphtting of the separating classes 
to guarantee termination. 

We found it essential for efficiency that  we use only approximate next-state rela- 
tions when verifying real-time systems. The exact computation of time successors for 
TSAs is inefficient. Consider the problem of finding the set of time successor states for 
the approximating set (A, Z).  Each location q E A has a potentially different safety 
invariant, so the number of approximating sets in the time successors of (A, Z)  may be 
as large as the size of A, which may itself be exponential in the number of component 
processes. 

4 .1  A p p r o x i m a t i n g  n e x t - s t a t e  r e l a t i o n s  

We outline how next-state relations can be approximated. An underapproximation of 
the next-state relation N,  usually denoted _N, is any relation such that  __N C_ N.  Simi- 
larly, a relation N is an overapproximation of N iff ~r _C ~ .  Since we are mainly con- 
cerned here with relations over sets of states, we further define a set-underapproximation 
of the set-relation induced by N as any relation _N s over sets of states such that  for 
every set A C S, N S(A) C_ N (A). Set-overapproximations are similarly defined. Clearly 
it is sound to replace the exact next-state relation with an overapproximating relation 
during computation of an overapproximation, and likewise with an underapproximating 
relation while underapproximating. 

We approximate the time successors using an overapproximating set next-state 
relation, and an underapproximating set next-state relation which returns exactly one 
approximating set rather than the list of approximating sets which would be returned 
by an exact computation. We define Urg(Q) to be the set of locations from which urgent 
transitions are enabled. We assume that  urgent transitions have no timing restrictions, 
i.e. they are all of form (q, (r, true, a, q~, 1). 

The overapproximating relation Ne for the forwards relation Ne is defined as 

(A, Z)  if a C Urg(Q) 
N~((A,Z)) = (A,Z/ .  N Inv(q)) if A g Urg(Q) and Vq' E A, Inv(q) = Inv(q') 

(A, Z / )  otherwise 

The underapproximating relation _Na for the forwards relation N6 is defined as 

(A, Z / N  Inv(q)) if A N Urg(Q) = 0 and Vq' E A, Inv(q) = Inv(q') 
N6((A,Z))  = (A,Z) otherwise 

The approximating relations used for computing backwards reachable states are similar. 
The overapproximating relation ~ ' f  for the relation ~/~x is defined as 

(a ,  Z) if A _C Urg(Q) 
N-~r~ (<a, Z)) = (a, (Z n Inv(q))/)  if a g Urg(Q) and Vq' E A, Inv(q) = Inv(q') 

(A, Z / )  otherwise 
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RT_Approx 

Over[BACKWARDS] :=  original separating structure; 
Under[BACKWARDS] :=  empty approximating structure; 
confirmed_positive :=  FALSE; confirmed_negative := FALSE; 
dirn := FORWARDS; 
whi le  ( (not  confirmed_positive) a n d  (not  confirmed_negative) ) do  

Sep_Structure :=  
Refine(Over [Opposite_Dim (dirn)], Under [Opposite_ Dirn (dim)}); 

Over[dirn] :=  
Over_Approx(dirn,N, Sep_Structure,Under [Opposite_Dim(dim)f); 

Sep_Strncture := Flatten(Over[dim]); 
Under[dim] :=  Under_Approx(dirn,N,Over[dirn]); 
confirmed_positive := Over[dim] n Goal[dim] = I~; 
confirmed_negative := Under[dirnJ O Goal[dirn] # 0; 
dim := Opposite_Dirn(dirn); 

e n d w h i l e  

(~) 

Fig.  2. Real-time approximating algorithm 

The underapproximating relation N~' for the relation Ng' is defined as 

(A, (Z r if a O Urg(O) = ~ and Vq' E A, lnv(q) = Inv(~l' ) 
N~((A, Z)) = <A, Z) otherwise 

P r o p o s i t i o n  2. 1. The overapproximating relation IVt (IV~ t) is an overapproximation 
of the next-state relation N6 (Ng~). 

2. The underapproximating relation N_6 (N~ ) is an underapproximation of the next- 
state relation Nt (Ng'). I 

The algorithm uses approximate next-state relations N = Ne U N~, _N = Ne U___,__N~, 
~ r r  = N ~ l U ~ r ,  and N -1 = N~ ~ UN~ ~, and appears in figure 2. Note that instantaneous 
transitions are computed exactly. 

4 .2  T e r m i n a t i o n  

In general, the use of approximating next-state relations leads to non-termination of 
the full algorithm: the approximations may converge without solving the verification 
problem. We overcome this difficulty by using additional splitting on line (~) so that 
our approximate relations will eventually only ever be applied to regions over which 
they are exact. Let/2o be a subset of the set of approximating sets. A set next-state 
relation iV' exactly matches a set next-state relation N over/2o iff for all sets A E/20, 
N'(A)  = N(A) .  Let the set of sets Q be defined as {(q, IR n) I q E Q}. 

P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .  The approximating relations N, ,  N~ 1, N ,  and N~ exactly match N,  
over sets for which all control locations share the same safety invariant and urgency 
information, and hence exactly match over Q. �9 

P r o p o s i t i o n  4. Given a finite state space and a well-founded ordering, if the full ap- 
proximation algorithm is run with set-underapproximating relations_N and N'____' and set- 
overapproximating relations N and ff:r such that the separating structures generated 
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are non-increasing, and at each traversal, either the most recent separating structure C 
is strictly less than the previous one, or 3t"-, ~ r ,  N and N'__. ~ exactly match N over the 
domain o] separating sets appearing in s then the algorithm terminates. �9 

Pseudocode for the improved real-time approximation algorithm appears in fig- 
ure 2. The result of calling Refine with overapproximation A and underapproximation 
B is a separating structure obtained from A by replacing every maximal set A with 
two disjoint parts, A1 = (Q~ x IR ~) N A and A2 = (02 x IR ") n A, where Q2 = Q \ Qa, 
and A~ o A2 = A. We define pro j (O)(W)  to be the set of all control locations found 
in the set of timed states W. Let UB be the set of all timed states occurring in B. 
The splitting of A may be obtained by separating control locations by any one of the 
following criteria: 

1. Q1 = proj(Q)(A N OB), or, 

2. Q1 = Urg(O) n proj(O)(A),  or 

3. N6(A1) # AI 

The first condition corresponds to separating out those control locations that  have 
timed states in the underapproximation already from those that  do not. The second and 
third conditions reflect a t tempts  to decrease the next overapproximation, by separating 
out control locations for which the passage of t ime could result in fewer timed states 
being encountered, i.e. for some subset A ~ of As, N~(A') C A1. Such sets of locations 
QI may be obtained by splitting according to the safety invariants associated with 
control locations, or by separating the locations tha t  have urgent outgoing events. 

T h e o r e m  5. The real-time approximation algorithm o Ifigure 2 terminates. �9 

4 .3  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

The algorithm is implemented in C using Lung's OBDD package. Input  consists of a 
collection of component automata.  Violation states are given as designated locations 
within one of the components, typically a dedicated specification automaton.  The pro- 
gram determines whether the system is correct, and if it is not, it generates a symbolic 
debugging trace. For added efficiency, predictive splitting is performed during compu- 
tation of individual approximations. Untimed analysis can also be used to prune the 
initial search space. The initial separating structure is specified by parti t ioning the lo- 
cations of each component process. The initiM classes are elements of the crossproduct 
space of component 's  partitions. Our prototype is able to verify safety properties of 
systems with nontrivial control spaces and timing information, including the 9 process 
version of Fischer's mutual  exclusion protocol, for which 3,259,136 control locations 
are reachable in an untimed analysis. In general, successful verification depends on 
a wise choice of initial separating structure - -  too fine results in little savings from 
approximating, while too coarse may require too many iterations to convergence. 

5 Case study: Ethernet protocol 
Verifiers should be tested on protocols tha t  are as real-life as possible. The common- 
place Ethernet protocol is a prime target  for analysis. There have been several en- 
deavors to formally verify aspects of the protocol. Nicollin et al. [19] provide a simple 
t imed model of two senders and the communication medium, and automatically verify 
a number of t imed properties using symbolic model-checking. Weinberg and Zuck [22] 
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present a much more detailed formal timed description of the Ethernet ' s  physical layer 
and medium access control (MAC) sublayer of the data  link layer. They provide hand- 
written proofs of timing properties, including the bounded liveness specification BL-II 
appearing below. Their description is both formal and dear .  It is used as the basis for 
the work of Naik and Sistla [18] who employ untimed abstractions of all the protocors  
timing properties. They use the symbolic model-checker SMV to verify that  for sys- 
tems with several t ransmit ters  all frame values are correctly received. We also derive 
our model from Weinberg and Zuck. We consider only a single transmitter ,  subject  to 
randomly generated collision detection and carrier sense. However we model all timing 
information, and retain substantially the control structure of their transition systems. 
We also provide a more detailed model of the carrier-sense generator. We improve on 
our previous analysis [24] by proving not only lower bounds, but  also upper boundson  
transmission times under certain scenarios, and an upper bound property for how long 
a sender may have to wait before transmitting. 

5 .1  P r o t o c o l  d e s c r i p t i o n  

We refer the reader to Weinberg and Zuck [22] for a full description of the protocol. 
I t  is a carrier-sense/multiple-access protocol with collision-detect (CSMA/CD) that  
sends and receives frames between the logical link layer and the physical layer. The 
t ransmit ter  waits until it  senses the channel is idle before sending its da ta  packets. All 
collisions are detected, and the t ransmit ter  then sends a special j am sequence to all 
other users. I t  waits a random time, up to a limit, and then a t tempts  to retransmit.  

We model seven different components: a frame transmitter,  a deference generator, 
a bit t ransmitter ,  a carrier sense detector, a collision detect generator, the medium, 
and a frame receiver. Communication with processes in the logical link layer above and 
the physical layer below occurs through a combination of shared variables and direct 
communication channels. Our modeling differs from [22] in the following aspects: 

- (data  values): we perform no da ta  encapsulation of the raw frames received. 
- (bit transmission): the bit  t ransmit ter  is modeled by events signalling the beginning 

and end of transmission of the entire sequence of bits in a frame. This is essentially 
the same as saying all frames consist of a single bit. 

- (semantics): t imed safety automata  cannot capture the unbounded liveness prop- 
erties expressible in the timed transition systems used by Weinberg and Zuck. 

- (carrier sense/collision detection): the conditions for setting each of these variables 
is unspecified in [22]. We assume that  both the conditions for carrier sense and 
collision dettection may become true at  any time. Furthermore, carrier sense is 
always true while the sender is transmitting. Whenever the condition for a change 
of variable value if detected, the variable changes value after an appropriate  time 
delay. 

- (retransmission delay): we set a fixed maximal number of periods to delay before 
at tempting retransmission instead of using a binary exponential backoff procedure. 

- (finite system): we model only a single transmitter  and receiver. 

Our model uses six variables: these store the number of transmission at tempts,  
carrier sense, collision detection, the number of times to delay before retransmission, 
and whether the t ransmit ter  is w&iting, or deferred. The system has six clocks. To give 
some indication of the size of the system, we provide data  on the individual component 
processes. 
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Component # locations # transitions 
Frame Transmitter  15 19 
Deference Generator  5 5 
Carrier Sense Generator 6 25 
Collision Detection Generator 3 3 
Bit Transmitter  7 9 
Medium 3 6 
Frame Receiver 3 4 

5 .2  T i m e d  s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  

We tested the protocol against four timing specifications: two lower bound properties 
and two bounded liveness properties. 

Spec LB-I : If the t ransmit ter  is ever deferred before transmitting, then the total  time 
before successful transmission is at least 12 milliseconds. 

Spec LB-II : If  a jam is sent by the Frame Transmitter, then at  least 12 milliseconds 
pass before successful transmission is signaled to the logical link layer above. 

Spec BL-I : If there are no collisions, and the frame transmit ter  proceeds past the 
point of waiting to proceed, then transmission is successful within 40 milliseconds. 

Spcc BL-II : If the variables "waiting" and "deferred" are true and for at least 1 mil- 
lisecond "carrier sense" is continuously false, then within 11 milliseconds "waiting" 
is no longer true [22]. 

II I# l~176 appr~ (s)ll 
LB-I 
LB-I-e 
LB-II 
LB-II-e 
BL-I 
BL-I-e 
BL-II 
BL-II-e 

41,733 1 
41,733 4 
27,045 1 
27,045 12 

6,405 5 
6,405 4 

58,398 3 
58,398 6 

Results were obtained on a DEC 5100 with 56 MB 
"-e" indicates the timing parameters  are such that  
specification. The second column records the number 
uutimed forward analysis. 

5.3 Discussion 

159 
727 
279 
727 
197 

89 
660 

1119 

of main memory. The annotation 
the system does not satisfy the 
of TSA locations reachable in an 

This study demonstrates that  for a real-time verifier to be able to analyze real-llfe 
protocols, i t  must deal effectively with not only non-trivial timing information, but also 
large control spaces. In some instances it may well be possible to abstract  data-flow 
and control, and verify timing properties of small timed automata:  e.g. the automata 
for the simple CSMA model of [19] has only 189 reachable control locations, and the 
ubiquitous train controller example only 32. Or, on the other hand, timing information 
may be abstracted leaving a large untimed control space [18]. However, we feel that  
for most realistic protocols we need to retain both aspects of the system, the timing 
properties, and the non-trivial control spaces. Our verifier handles such protocols better 
than any previously published techniques. 

It is also important  to test  verifiers on examples where the specification does not 
hold. Indeed, if a verifier is to be used in the design phase, most systems it a t tempts  
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to analyze will contain errors, so it is extremely relevant how fast the tool can detect 
violations. In this study, our verifier is almost as efficient in catching errors as it is 
verifying correct systems. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n s  

Extending our approximation algorithm [24] with approximation over next-state rela- 
tions enables our implementation to verify real-time systems with large control spaces 
and complex timing information. We at t r ibute  much of its success to the combination 
of approximation techniques with a simple representation of timed s tate  sets using 
OBDDs and DBMs. In systems with large control spaces, there may be many events 
which are essentially asynchronous, and only a small par t  of the system which is really 
timing dependent. The constraints associated with location s are the same as for its 
successor location s '  if the only event into s t originates at s and is independent of the 
clock values. Thus the reachable time zones for these adjacent locations are identical. 
This makes it possible to pair a set of locations with a single time zone in the repre- 
sentation of reachable states. Furthermore sets of adjacent locations often have small 
OBDDs since they may be obtained via untimed events occurring individually in dif- 
ferent components. The benefit of using OBDDs for control information is even greater 
when approximations are used. We have the potential to pool together  states across 
different locations with slightly varying timing constraints into single approximating 
sets, without much loss of information, leading to small yet accurate approximations. 

Clearly there is much scope for improving the heuristics used in our approximat- 
ing algorithm. Extrapolation techniques could be used to increase convergence of the 
fixpoint computations [13, 14]. It would also be interesting to see how well approxima- 
tions could be generated simultaneously, instead of one at a time. Our approximation 
algorithm may also be efficient when applied to the full model-checking problem, or 
parametric analysis. 
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